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SWP: Tell us a bit about your background.
I was born and raised in Hawai'i on four of the islands. Although I loved being
in the islands, I wanted to experience living in a bigger city. Thus, I moved to
Las Vegas. I love the excitement in our city. Las Vegas has so much to offer.
Unbeknownst to many people, we actually have quite a large spiritual
community here. I have the best of both worlds!
SWP: What do you do to unwind and relax?
I have 2 ways to unwind and relax. My first way is to put on some music and dance around the house.
Dancing is a great way to de-stress. Another favorite way to relax is to choose a city out of the blue,
jump on the plane and go visit it. My favorite trips are always to Paris, France.
SWP: Do you recall how your interest in writing originated?
Yes, my writing originated due to my Asian upbringing. As an Asian-American, I was taught to ignore
my true feelings or to "just deal with it." Writing allowed me to unleash my emotions on paper. I would
write letters, poems, short stories and songs.
SWP: What inspires you to write and why?
Being a survivor of sexual abuse and domestic violence has inspired me to write. I hope that my story
can help other people to heal their wounds too.
SWP: What inspired you to write your chapter for Soul Whispers III?
I love and adore working with angels. By writing my chapter, I hope I am able to expose more people
to angels and how they can ask the angels to help them in their everyday life too. Also, Denise Linn is
an exceptional spiritual mentor.
SWP: Have you ever had writer's block?
When writer's block happens, I take several breaths in and out, and then I meditate. Meditation always
leads me to clearing out my writer's block.
SWP: How did you come up with your title?
Loving yourself with angels reflects the two themes combined. The first theme is about loving one's
self and the second theme is how to communicate with angels so that they can help to improve any
situation. I wanted a title which reflected the two themes.
SWP: Is there a message in your chapter that you want your readers to grasp?

When you are able to love yourself whole-heartedly, the love is returned ten-fold. We should let go of
our self-judgments, trust in the angels, and love ourselves completely. Self-love is one of the most
precious gifts that you can give yourself.
SWP: Can we expect any new writing from you in the future?
Yes, I will be writing about finances after I have completed my manuals for angels and fairies.
SWP: What are your current writing projects now?
My current writing projects at the moment include writing manuals about angels and fairies.
SWP: What dreams have been realized as a result of your writing?
My dream of being a published author has been realized. My next goal is to become a #1 New York
Best-selling author.
SWP: If you could leave your readers with one bit of wisdom, what would that be?
Always trust in the angels. Be aware of their presence and they will always guide you in the right
direction.
SWP: Where can we purchase the book?
You can purchase the book by contacting me at angelicmeditations@gmail.com.

